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Custom and Pre-Built Moss Walls





Benfits of Biophilia

"Biophilia" is defined as the innate human love of
nature. It has been proven time and time again that
people benefit from being surrounded by plants. The
presence of plants in indoor spaces  







No Maintenance

The preserved moss GrowUp
Greenwalls utilizes requires
no additional maintenance

post installation. 

No Additional Lighting

With no additional lighting
required, moss walls are

versatile to be placed
anywhere indoors.

No Watering

Moss walls do not need to be
watered, simplifying the

costs.

Flexible Design

With our experts' help, we
can create the perfect moss
wall for your professional or

residential space.

Moss Wall Benefits



Noise Reduction

Moss walls act as noise dampeners, creating quieter,
peaceful spaces. Moss walls reduce ambient noise and
lessen echo in loud offices, restaurants and homes.

Reducing noise in the workplace increases concentration,
decreases stress levels and creates a more welcoming
environment. 

Quieter spaces are more inviting, improving moods and
boosting creativity. 







Preserved moss is natural moss that is no longer living. The
moss we use has been preserved through environmentally-
friendly processes to be utilized for moss walls.

Preserved moss comes in a variety of colors and textures,
giving every moss wall a natural and unique look. The
preservation process ensures there will be no color loss once
the moss wall is installed. 

Because our moss is completely preserved, it requires
absolutely no maintenance. Moss walls do not need to be
watered or misted and require no light.

What is preserved moss?



Moss Varieties

Reindeer MossMountain Moss

Royal Pool Moss

Spanish Moss

Pillow MossShag Moss

Forest MossMood MossSheet Moss







Our Moss Walls

Our GrowUp team handmakes all moss walls in the US, using
preserved moss. Because our moss walls are fully handmade
and use natural moss, no two moss walls are exactly the same. 







Custom Moss Walls

Moss walls can be created in any size or
shape to fit the needs of the space.
Colors and textures can be used to
create unique and interesting patterns
within a moss wall. The customizability
of moss walls allows for endless
creativity. 









Pre-Built Moss Walls

GrowUp has created Pre-Built Moss Walls
to make the moss wall process even easier.
Pre-Built Moss Walls come in a variety of
shapes and sizes that are ready to be hung
on the wall upon arrival. Pre-Built Moss
Walls are handmade in America and are all
unique due to the design process. 









Green Spaces are Happy, Healthy Places



Greener Spaces are Happier and Healthier Places
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